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The muscle work required to sustain steady-speed locomotion depends largely upon the mechanical energy needed to redirect the centre of mass and the degree to which this energy can be stored and returned elastically. Previous studies have found that large bipedal hoppers can elastically store and return a large fraction of the energy required to hop, whereas small bipedal hoppers can only elastically store and return a relatively small fraction. Here, we consider the extent to which large and small bipedal hoppers (tammar wallabies, approx. 7 kg, and desert kangaroo rats, approx. 0.1 kg) reduce the mechanical energy needed to redirect the centre of mass by reducing collisions. We hypothesize that kangaroo rats will reduce collisions to a greater extent than wallabies since kangaroo rats cannot elastically store and return as high a fraction of the mechanical energy of hopping as wallabies. We find that kangaroo rats use a significantly smaller collision angle than wallabies by employing ground reaction force vectors that are more vertical and center of mass velocity vectors that are more horizontal and thereby reduce their mechanical cost of transport. A collision-based approach paired with tendon morphometry may reveal this effect more generally among bipedal runners and quadrupedal trotters.

1. Introduction

The muscle work needed to sustain steady-speed locomotion can be substantially reduced by (i) reducing the mechanical energy required to redirect the centre of mass trajectory from downward to upward—i.e. the energy involved in collisions [1] and/or (ii) minimizing the energetic consequences of such collisions by storing and returning a portion of the mechanical energy involved in collisions via passive elastic mechanisms [2]. Previous studies of bouncing gaits have focused primarily on the second method of reducing muscle work. These studies have shown that large bipedal hoppers, such as kangaroos and wallabies, can store and return a substantial portion of the mechanical energy required for locomotion (35–54%) in their long, thin ankle extensor tendons [3–5], whereas small bipedal hoppers, such as spring hares and kangaroo rats, can only store and return a small portion (14–21%) owing to their relatively short, thick ankle extensor tendons [6]. An important implication of such passive elastic mechanisms is that they contribute mechanical energy without consuming chemical energy, thus reducing metabolic cost relative to mechanical cost [4]. Our approach determines the mechanical energy required to sustain centre of mass oscillations during bipedal hopping as a dimensionless mechanical cost of transport and also reveals the underlying collision-based dynamics [1].

Here, we consider the relative extent to which tammar wallabies (large bipedal hoppers) and desert kangaroo rats (small bipedal hoppers) reduce the mechanical energy involved in collisions by adjusting the relative orientations of the ground reaction force and centre of mass velocity vectors. Limiting the potential for collisional energy loss may be more important for kangaroo rats than wallabies, because kangaroo rats cannot elastically store and return as...
Table 1. Collision parameters (equations (1.1 – 1.6)) and traditional stride parameters (equations (1.7 – 1.11)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instantaneous force angle, where $F$ is the ground reaction force vector and $\hat{z}$ is a unit vector</td>
<td>$\theta = \arccos(\mathbf{F} \cdot \hat{z}/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average force angle determined by force averaging over the contact periods of the stride</td>
<td>$\Theta = \Sigma(</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instantaneous velocity angle, where $\mathbf{V}$ is the CoM velocity vector and $\hat{y}$ is a unit vector</td>
<td>$\lambda = \arccos(\mathbf{V} \cdot \hat{y}/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average velocity angle determined by velocity averaging over the contact periods of the stride</td>
<td>$\Lambda = \Sigma(</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instantaneous collision angle determined from the dot product of force on velocity—the arc sine rotates this angle by $\pi/2$ such that it quantifies the deviation from $\mathbf{F} \perp \mathbf{V}$</td>
<td>$\varphi = \arcsin(\mathbf{F} \cdot \mathbf{V}/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average collision angle determined by force and velocity averaging over the contact periods of the stride</td>
<td>$\Phi = \Sigma(</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical cost of transport is a normalized absolute value of CoM power, where $m$ is body mass, $n$ is the number of samples in the stride period and $g$ is the acceleration of gravity on the Earth</td>
<td>$\text{CoT}_{\text{mech}} = \Sigma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensionless hop speed (the square-root of Froude number), where $l$ is leg length (average distance from toe to hip), $g$ is acceleration of gravity on the Earth and $V_{avg}$ is average forward velocity</td>
<td>$s = \sqrt{Fr} = \sqrt{V_{avg}/gl}$ equation (1.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensionless hop frequency, where $f$ is hop frequency</td>
<td>$f = f/\sqrt{gl}$ equation (1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensionless hop length, where $d$ is hop length</td>
<td>$d = d/l$ equation (1.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duty factor, where $t_c$ is contact time and $T$ is hop period</td>
<td>$\delta = t_c/T$ equation (1.11)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Collision geometry is calculated from the ground reaction force vector, $\mathbf{F}$, and the centre of mass velocity vector, $\mathbf{V}$. $\theta$, $\lambda$, and $\varphi$ represent instantaneous force, velocity and collision angles, respectively (see table 1 for equations). Collision angle measures the extent to which the force and velocity vectors deviate from being perpendicular to each other: a collision angle of zero corresponds to a right angle between the two vectors, larger collision angles correspond to obtuse angles.

high a fraction of the mechanical energy of hopping as wallabies. Therefore, we hypothesized that kangaroo rats would keep the ground reaction force, $\mathbf{F}$, and centre of mass velocity, $\mathbf{V}$, vectors closer to perpendicular—i.e. use a smaller collision angle (see figure 1 and table 1 for definition of collision angle)—than wallabies in order to use less mechanical power, $P = F \cdot V$, to redirect the centre of mass from a downward to upward trajectory during ground contact.

2. Material and methods

(a) Subjects

Five tammar wallabies (Macropus eugeni) and five desert kangaroo rats (Dipodomys deserti) hopped bipedally along level runways while ground reaction force and centre of mass trajectory were recorded. Average body mass and leg length (average distance from toe to hip during stance) were 6.6 ± 0.5 kg and 0.305 ± 0.009 m (mean ± s.d.), and 0.11 ± 0.01 kg and 0.063 ± 0.004 m for the wallabies and kangaroo rats, respectively.

(b) Force and motion capture data

Ground reaction forces were recorded with force plates (1000 Hz) [7]. Trials were filmed in the sagittal plane with high-speed video cameras (125 Hz for the wallabies and 200 Hz for the kangaroo rats; see the electronic supplementary material for video footage). White paint was used to mark anatomical landmarks, which were tracked and digitized [7]. The initial velocity of the centre of mass prior to ground contact was estimated from the velocity of a pelvic marker. During ground contact, the centre of mass velocity was determined by integrating centre of mass accelerations calculated from ground reaction force data and the estimated initial velocity of the centre of mass. Trials were deemed to be acceptably close to steady-state if the change in forward hopping speed over the course of the trial was less than 10 per cent of the mean forward hopping speed. Based on this criterion, a total of 22 and 33 trials were included for wallabies and kangaroo rats, respectively, with an average of 4.4 (range 2.6) and 6.6 (range 3.11) trials per animal. A single hop was analysed from each trial.

(c) Collision parameters

Collision parameters—force angle, velocity angle and collision angle—were calculated according to the methods of Lee et al. [8] (table 1, equation (1.1 – 1.6)). Instantaneous values were computed for all parameters and these values were averaged over the contact period. Weighted averages were used because portions of the stride that involve more power, $P = F \cdot V$, have a greater influence on centre of mass mechanics. All collision parameters reported in this study are weighted averages over a hop cycle (table 1, equations ((1.2), (1.4) and (1.6)), but for the sake of conciseness, we will simply refer to these average collision parameters as ‘force angle’ ($\Theta$), ‘velocity angle’ ($\Lambda$) and ‘collision angle’ ($\Phi$).
3. Results

(a) Collision parameters

Collision angle decreased with increasing forward hop speed for both wallabies and kangaroo rats (figure 2a). This was accomplished by using a smaller velocity angle, corresponding to a flatter, more horizontal velocity vector, with increasing hopping speed (figure 2c). The force angle actually increased slightly over the range of speeds studied (figure 2b) counteracting, but not completely offsetting, the decreasing velocity angle. The smaller velocity angle resulted from holding vertical speed roughly constant while increasing horizontal hopping speed. Kangaroo rats used significantly smaller collision angles than wallabies across all speeds studied by employing significantly smaller force angles and velocity angles. This is mirrored by the traditional stride parameter data (see §4 for details).

(e) Statistics

Statistical analyses of collision angle, mechanical cost of transport, force angle, velocity angle, dimensionless hop frequency, dimensionless hop length and duty factor—were also calculated for the purposes of comparison (table 1, equations (1.7–1.11)). Hop speed, frequency and length were made dimensionless according to leg length and the acceleration of gravity [9].

(d) Stride parameters

Traditional stride parameters—mechanical cost of transport, hop speed, hop frequency, hop length and duty factor—were also calculated for the purposes of comparison (table 1, equations (1.7–1.11)). Hop speed, frequency and length were made dimensionless according to leg length and the acceleration of gravity [9].

Figure 2. Collision parameters—(a) average collision angle (black) and mechanical cost of transport (grey), (b) average force angle and (c) average velocity angle—and traditional stride parameters—(d) dimensionless hop frequency, (e) dimensionless hop length and (f) duty factor—as a function of dimensionless hop speed. Kangaroo rats use significantly smaller collision angles than wallabies across all speeds studied by employing significantly smaller force angles and velocity angles. This is mirrored by the traditional stride parameter data (see §4 for details).
The relationship between mechanical cost of transport and dimensionless hopping speed closely matches that of collision angle (figure 2a). This shows that collision angle approximates this traditional metric in bipedal hoppers, as previously observed for quadrupedal trotters [8]. Kangaroo rats used significantly less mechanical energy (0.070–0.11 J m⁻¹ kg⁻¹) than wallabies to move their centre of mass a given distance.

(b) Stride parameters
Both wallabies and kangaroo rats increased dimensionless hopping speed by increasing both dimensionless hop frequency and hop length (figure 2d,e). However, kangaroo rats used significantly greater dimensionless hop frequencies (0.21–0.26 greater) and significantly shorter dimensionless hop lengths (0.95–1.5 shorter) than wallabies across all speeds studied (figure 2d,e). Duty factor decreased with increasing hopping speed for both wallabies and kangaroo rats, but duty factor decreased significantly more rapidly for kangaroo rats than for wallabies such that duty factors spanned 0.46–0.38 for kangaroo rats but only 0.46–0.38 for wallabies. For dimensionless speeds of less than about 2, wallabies use lower duty factors, but for dimensionless speeds greater than about 2, kangaroo rats use lower duty factors. (Collision and stride parameter data are available as electronic supplementary material.)

4. Discussion
The goal of this study was to quantify the dynamic interaction of the centre of mass with the environment using collision parameters. Traditional stride parameters were used to quantify the timing, relative duration and spacing of the footfalls responsible for these dynamics.

Kangaroo rats use significantly smaller collision angles than wallabies across all speeds studied by employing smaller force angles and, especially, smaller velocity angles at a given dimensionless speed. By reducing collision angle, kangaroo rats use less mechanical energy to redirect their centre of mass during stance and, consequently, have 79–61% the mechanical cost of transport of wallabies at equivalent hopping speeds.

Traditional spatio-temporal stride parameters also show differences between wallabies and kangaroo rats. Wallabies use relatively longer hop lengths and lower hop frequencies to achieve the same dimensionless speeds as kangaroo rats. This implies that wallabies reach greater hop heights for a given speed, which is consistent with wallabies using a greater (more vertical) velocity angle (figure 2c). Wallabies use similar duty factors as kangaroo rats at their slowest dimensionless speed but greater duty factors at greater speeds. Given that wallabies use roughly the same or greater duty factor, longer hop length and lower hop frequency at a given speed over the range of speeds studied, their centre of mass will travel forward a greater distance relative to leg length during ground contact. Because this necessitates a greater angular excursion of the legs, this is consistent with wallabies using a greater force angle (figure 2b).

Spatio-temporal data are available for bipedal striding locomotion of birds from quail to ostriches [10]. These classic data provide an opportunity to compare bipedal hopping with bipedal running across a size range that includes kangaroo rats and wallabies. Dimensionless stride frequency appears to be lower and dimensionless stride length appears to be longer during bipedal running of smaller versus larger birds ([10], fig. 5). Although data from more species will be required to determine scaling, bipedal hoppers might show a different relationship given that kangaroo rats use higher frequencies and shorter stride lengths than wallabies. Likewise, duty factors of kangaroo rats and wallabies do not
conform to the apparent tendency for smaller birds to use greater duty factors during bipedal running ([10, fig. 7]).

Our collision-based analysis of hopping suggests that legged animals without specialized structures for elastic energy storage and return may be more likely to use smaller collision angles to reduce fluctuations of centre of mass power during bouncing gaits such as trotting and bipedal running. Within bipedal hoppers, the relative capacity for storing and returning elastic energy increases with increasing body size. The small kangaroo rats (approx. 0.1 kg) have relatively thick ankle extensor tendons compared with the larger tammar wallabies (approx. 7 kg) and are not capable of storing and returning substantial elastic energy. A similar scaling relationship for energy storage capacity has been reported across a number of quadrupedal mammals [11]. However, it remains to be determined whether or not small quadrupeds and small bipedal striders might also adopt a strategy that reduces fluctuations of centre of mass power during steady-speed trotting and running.
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